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1. Seizure Protocol:

i. Staff is to contact EMS if an individual has TWO consecutive seizures lasting
more than 3 (three) minutes per seizure within 1 (one) hour. Then call the nurse

on duty, then the supervisor. The seizure DOES NOT include recuperation time.
It is the time the Individual is having MOVEMENTS

ii. Staffis to contact EMS for seizures lasting over 5 (five) minutes. Then call the

nurse on duty and the supervisor. The seizure DOES NOT include recuperation
time. It is the time the Individual is having MOVEMENTS

iii. Nurse should be made aware of all seizures and all seizures should be
documented on the seizure tally sheet This allows the nursing department to
know any changes in status of our individuals.

2. Prolonged Seizure Activity/ General Guidelines

i. Ensure breathing:

ii. Start watching time

iii. Loosen clothing

iv. DO NOT force anything into mouth, including your fingers

v. Turn the person on left side when seizure starts.

vi. Protect person from injury:

1. Gently lower to floor

2. Clear the area of furniture
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3. Place pillow or cushion under head

4. DO NOT restrain movement

vii. Remain with the person and give verbal assurance, be aware that they will be
confused and possibly combative

viii. Observe and document the following AFTER the seizure has stopped.

1. Date, start time to stop time (actually time it, it will feel like longer
than it is)

2. Activity previous to start.

3. Presence of aura: Ex. Lights flashing, smells, tastes, headache

4. Movements: Both sides, one side, just top, just bottom

5. Head/face: What does the face look like during the seizure?

6. Respirations: Are they fast, slow, or not at all

7. Skin changes: Lips blue? Is the Individual pale?

8. Eyes: Open, rolling or closed, eyelids flickering

9. Tongue or cheek bitten (Be aware that another seizure could happen so
keep your hands out of the Individuals mouth!)

IO. Is there foaming of the mouth? 

11. Did the Individual wet or have a bowel movement during the seizure?

12. INFORM YOUR NURSE!

ix. Provide as much privacy as possible for the Individual during and after seizure

activity. It may take a little while for the person to come back their normal

selves. They may also be sleepy, it is fine if they lie down as long as you keep
checking on them.
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